Modernize and integrate your supply chain

KPMG Powered Enterprise | Supply Chain enabled by Microsoft Dynamics 365

Chief Supply Chain Officers are living through seismic times. Variability and volatility are forcing companies to confront many long-standing critical issues within their operations and infrastructure. These developments, however, actually provide an unprecedented window of opportunity many enterprises should consider leveraging in a move to a modern, future-ready state.

Challenges: from inside and outside

Inevitably, the pandemic is driving many challenges. Uncertainty of supply is creating headaches within supply chains worldwide. Traffic through major commerce intersections has slowed as supply lines have been disrupted, and ways of working turned upside down.

Customer behavior too, has shifted, as they transition away from brick and mortar stores towards digital channels. Customers want more tailored products and services.

And of course, many enterprises need to deal with disparate legacy systems. Often leaving teams disconnected from one another, these aging tools frequently:

- Fail to give any accurate understanding of cost to serve
- Don’t upgrade easily due to extensive customization
- Lack the sophistication to offer any insight into customer trends
- Rarely integrate with modern solutions to leverage cutting edge developments in AI and analytics

Take a new look at your supply chain

So, what if you had the ability to step away from your legacy systems? What if you had the opportunity to connect your Finance, Operations and Procurement teams to create a modern, integrated supply chain solution?

KPMG Powered Enterprise | Supply Chain enabled by Microsoft Dynamics 365, is a pre-configured solution integrating warehousing, purchasing, manufacturing and distribution. It is designed to provide you with the ingredients to do just that, with better practice processes and built-in leading edge inter-operability.

Designed to connect customers to supply, it’s driven by the insights you need to buy and make exactly what you need to help keep your customers satisfied.

Providing an integrated business solution linking every supply and demand process with your financials lets you know what’s happening where, and the associated costs. This visibility underpins the necessary agility to operate in volatile and uncertain times.

Powered Supply Chain enabled by Microsoft Dynamics 365 gives you the ability to quickly overhaul the back office – and do it in an integrated way, especially when your customers won’t stop wanting and your competitors are primed to step in if you falter.

KPMG and Microsoft: an alliance built to last

KPMG firms deliver Microsoft Dynamics 365 services with the right strategic implementation and business advice.

Microsoft Dynamics 365 is a cloud-based business applications platform combining CRM and ERP capabilities into a variety of applications that work together seamlessly e.g. sales, customer service, field service, operations, financials, marketing and project service automation. With Microsoft Power BI, Cortana Intelligence and Azure Machine Learning built in, Microsoft Dynamics 365 provides better visibility into your data, helping you turn big data into actionable plans.

- Deploy powerful technology with lasting impact
- Accelerate your transformation with industry best practices
- Unite global insight with local capability
- Bring deep expertise in Microsoft technology
- Succeed together
A different way to operate

At the heart of Powered Supply Chain enabled by Microsoft is the KPMG Target Operating Model. Based on our extensive experience, it provides a deep understanding of the trends shaping the future, and thousands of data points from businesses like yours. All of which can show us what your ideal, future-ready state should look like. This model acts as a benchmark for success in every area of supply function. It’s also the starting point of your transformation.

The KPMG Target Operating Model

With KPMG Powered Enterprise | Supply Chain you can:

- Transform the way you run your business
- Build agile functions that evolve as you grow
- Help your people to adopt and embrace change
- Exploit new technologies for value and performance
- Drive future success with the latest leading practice

Imagine your Supply Chain function with...

- Real-time, customer driven production lines and supply chains
- Effective utilization of platforms
- Cross-functional data turned into insights
- The ability to exploit micro supply chains to respond to change
- A winning approach in the war for talent
- A readiness to invest in future-ready capabilities
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